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Why 3M Sorbents?
TM

Sorbent pioneers
3M pioneered the development of synthetic sorbents while leveraging one of our core technologies. Our sorbents
contain no abrasive granules that can damage expensive equipment. Instead, they are made from microfiber materials,
which contain millions of tiny pockets that absorb and hold liquids. Choose from petroleum (oil-only), maintenance
(for non‑aggressive liquids), and chemical (for most aggressive and non‑aggressive liquids) formats.

Now more options
3M™ Sorbents are available in high capacity, medium capacity and traditional absorbency so you can select the right product for
the size of your potential spill. These pads and rolls can be wrung out and reused many times with virtually no loss in absorbency.
And we complement our rolls and pads with booms, mini-booms, pillows, drum covers, spill kits and response packs for use with
many types of spills and tasks.

Sustainability
Our high and medium capacity sorbents are lightweight to reduce the volume of waste going into landfill. And 3M™ Sorbents may
be incinerated with very low ash residue. High capacity sorbents contain at least 25 percent recycled content by weight. Medium
capacity sorbents contain at least 50 percent recycled content by weight.

Additional benefits
• 3M’s microbundle technology employs millions of tiny voids to absorb liquid — effectively doubling the capacity of the material
• 3M™ Sorbents absorb more so you don’t have to use as much, and create less waste
• 3M™ Sorbents are made from inert polypropylene and polyester fibers that trap liquid in the voids
• 3M™ Sorbents are lightweight, non-abrasive and come in many shapes and sizes to perfectly fit your application
• 3M™ Petroleum Sorbents can be reused; 90 percent of the oil can be wrung out and reclaimed
• 3M™ High and Medium Capacity Sorbents are made with scrim on one or two sides to help eliminate linting
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3M™ Spill Management
Cost Benefits of 3M™ Sorbents
Because of 3M™ Sorbents’ superior absorbency properties, they offer significant cost benefits associated with materials,
labor and disposal.

Sorbing a 25 Gallon Spill

Cost Comparison:
3M™ Sorbents vs. Clay Granules

NUMBER OF PADS REQUIRED

MATERIALS ESTIMATED FOR CLEANING UP
25 GALLONS OF FLUID

77 PADS

3M HP-156
Petroleum Sorbent

0.77 CASE
3M M-PD1520DD
Sorbent Pads (66 pads)

146 PADS

Competitive Multi-Layer,
Heavy Oil Only Sorbent

5.70 BAGS

(50LBS/BAG)
Clay Granules

POUNDS (LBS) OF SORBENT GOING INTO DISPOSAL
LABOR TO SORB 182.5 LBS OF OIL

7LBS

3M HP-156
Petroleum Sorbent

25 LBS
Competitive Multi-Layer,
Heavy Oil Only Sorbent

32 MINUTES
Worker Clean-up Time
3M Sorbent

7LBS
25 LBS

234 MINUTES
Worker Clean-up Time,
Plus Breaks
Clay Granules

6 LBS/MIN

2 LBS/MIN

189.5 LBS
TOTAL

467.5 LBS
TOTAL

7LBS

3M Sorbent

285 LBS

Clay Granules

DRUMS & DISPOSAL

0.5 DRUM

3M Sorbent & Fluid

1.6 DRUMS
Clay Granules & Fluid
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Different Types of Sorbents
3M™ Oil & Petroleum Sorbents

3M™ Chemical Sorbents

3M™ Maintenance Sorbents

• For control and clean-up of
petroleum-based fluids

• For control and clean-up of most
hazardous liquids

• For control and clean-up of
non-aggressive liquids

• Repels water and floats

• Resists reactions with most hazardous
chemicals, including acids

• Helps maintain a clean and safe
working environment

• Also absorbs petroleum-based and
aqueous-based solutions

• Absorbs petroleum-based liquids
as well as aqueous-based liquids

• For use on land or water

High Capacity & Medium Capacity Sorbents
3M offers both high or medium levels of absorption capacity to give you the freedom to choose which one is right for your application.
H

High Capacity Sorbents

When you need the most economical and efficient
sorbent design, reach for high capacity sorbents
from 3M. They quickly absorb and hold spilled
liquids for fast and efficient clean up. Added scrim
helps improve product strength. High capacity
sorbents contain at least 25 percent recycled
content by weight.
T

3M™ Sorbent Capacity — Pads & Rolls

HIGH
High Capacity
•
•
•
•

Other Formats
Traditional
• Low-profile design
• Original formula

Traditional Sorbents

Booms, Mini-Booms,
Pillows, Drum Covers
and Spill Kits are
suitable for use with
all Pads and Rolls.

Medium Capacity

Proven for decades, 3M’s original low-profile
design offers medium to high absorbent capacity,
depending on your needs.
M

High loft design
Scrim increases strength
>25% recycled content
Light weight = low waste

•
•
•
•

Low loft design
Scrim increases strength
>50% recycled content
Lightest weight = lowest waste

Medium Capacity Sorbents

When cleaning up lower volume spills and
containing everyday drips and small leaks,
medium capacity absorbents are a great choice.
They are designed to help you maintain a clean
and safe working environment and are available
in a variety of convenient formats. Added scrim
helps improve product strength. Medium capacity
sorbents contain at least 50 percent recycled
content by weight.

LOW
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3M™ Spill Management
3M™ Sorbent Formats
3M™ Sorbents are available in a variety of formats so you can choose the one that best fits your situation. Some are for quick clean-up
and recovery. Others contain and help stop the spread of a spill. A few of our formats are better for hard-to-reach areas. And others give
you the opportunity to use the exact amount of sorbent required. Whatever your application, there is a 3M™ Sorbent product to fit your
need and give you greater peace of mind.

3M™ Sorbent Pads
Conveniently sized pads are ideal for cleaning up small spills and wiping contaminated areas. Pads
are very versatile for getting at hard-to-reach areas. They may also be left on a spill area to soak up
liquids. Scrim increases strength and helps eliminate linting.

3M™ Sorbent Rolls
Use the exact amount of sorbent you need. Sorbent rolls offer the versatility to cut-for‑use in small
areas or lay full size on open water, shorelines or discharge streams. Ideal for lining drawers,
covering work benches, protecting areas from overspray or functioning as matting in dirty areas.
Lined with scrim, this product can also be wrung out and reused many times.

3M™ Folded Sorbents
Folded sorbents offer the versatility of four formats rolled into one — use as a boom, sheet, pad or
pillow. One product can be stocked for almost any liquid spill. Perforations every 16 inches so you
can select the length of sorbent need to avoid waste. The handy dispenser can be wall mounted
for easy on or off-site use.

Carry

Tear

Around corner

Unfold

Unopened

Open

3M™ Particulate
Particulate materials are used in packaging applications where breakage of a container could
cause a release of hazardous liquid. This material may also be sprinkled over a spill or broadcast
over a large area.

3M™ Oil & Petroleum Sorbents
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3M™ Chemical Sorbents

3M™ Maintenance Sorbents

3M™ Sorbent Booms
Sorbent booms are used to stop the spread of liquid and are the first line in spill containment. Once
you have booms in place you can use pads, rolls or pillows to recover the spilled liquids. Booms can
be linked together using built-in connectors to deploy them over large areas. UV‑resistant, they will
not deteriorate or disintegrate.

3M™ Sorbent Pillows
The pillow format is designed for reaching spilled liquids in hard-to-reach areas such as bilge
pumps, drains, sumps and holding tanks. A scrim encases the particulate sorbent material and
is lightweight and tear‑resistant. Perfect for use when you need more capacity than you can get
with a pad.

3M™ Spill Kits & Response Packs
Spill Kits and Response Packs help make sure you have everything you need in one place when
sorbents are needed. The formats vary from a 5 gallon to a 31 gallon kit with a variety of sorbent
products and containment bags enclosed.

3M™ Drum Covers
Our drum cover is designed to be used to catch drips and spills that occur during the dispensing
of all types of non-aggressive materials used in daily operations. It has cut‑outs for dispensing
bungs and a skirt which fits neatly around the base to catch any drips that would otherwise end
up on the floor.

3M™ Sorbent Rugs
Sorbent rugs are used in areas where foot and vehicle traffic is an issue. Designed to absorb
liquids while enduring the punishment of heavy walking traffic, our sorbent rugs are durable and
versatile. Different styles are designed for standard industrial maintenance applications or to also
protect the surface below the rug.
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3M™ Spill Management
3M™ Maintenance Sorbents
3M™ Maintenance Sorbents are ideal for absorbing industrial fluids cleanly and efficiently. Made especially for leaks and drips of
non‑aggressive fluids, they are lightweight yet long-lasting and absorb up to 25 times their own weight very quickly. These sorbents
are made from inert synthetic fibers, are available in several formats and are dust free. They help reduce the risk of damage to
valuable machinery or contamination of finished products. For a cleaner, safer work environment, keep them on hand where they
are easy to use when needed.

3M™ Maintenance Sorbent Pads and Rolls

H M

The low-profile design of sorbent pads is perfect for placing in, under and around
machines to catch drips. They work well in tight areas, too, when cleaning up small
spills and wiping down oily tools and equipment. Ideal for use in drip pans, these
pads are highly sorbent and non-granular so they will not damage plant equipment.
The most economical way to purchase sorbent, rolls are designed to cover large or
small surfaces since they can be easily cut to fit the need. Ideal for lining drawers,
covering work benches or protecting areas from overspray. They can be wrung out
and reused many times.

3M™ Maintenance Folded Sorbents

H

Folded sorbents provide flexibility when cleaning up spills, drips and fluid leaks
since they can be used as a boom, sheet, pillow, pad or roll. Ideal for placing
around equipment and to prevent leaks or spills from spreading to adjacent areas.

3M™ Maintenance Sorbent Mini-Booms
Mini-booms are ideal for placing around equipment to contain spills and prevent
leaks from spreading to adjacent work areas. Scrim on the outside of the boom
identifies its use while containing particulate sorbent material.
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3M™ Maintenance Sorbent Drum Cover
This drum cover is designed to catch drips and spills that occur during the
dispensing of all types of non-aggressive materials used in daily operations.
It has cut-outs for dispensing bungs and a skirt which fits neatly around the
base to catch any drips that would normally end up on the floor.

3M™ Maintenance Sorbent Rug
Sorbent rugs are used in areas where foot and vehicle traffic is an issue. Designed
to absorb liquids while enduring the punishment of heavy foot traffic, our sorbent
rugs are durable and versatile. Different styles work for either standard industrial
maintenance applications or to protect the surface below the rug.
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3M™ Spill Management
3M™ Oil & Petroleum Sorbents
3M™ Petroleum Sorbents are hydrophobic, repel water and are ideal for absorbing oil. They can be used in or outside the plant and
quickly absorb petroleum-based fluids from places where water is present. Made from inert, synthetic fibers, these sorbents are available
in a wide range of formats to enhance spill management and maximize pollution control. They recover oil, not water, so 90 percent of the
absorbed oil can be wrung out and reclaimed. These sorbents are lightweight, dust free and extremely absorbent to minimize both cost
and waste disposal.

3M™ Oil & Petroleum Sorbent Pads and Rolls

H

T

M

These pads and rolls absorb hydrocarbon-based liquids and repel
aqueous‑based liquids.
Reusable, conveniently-sized pads are perfect for cleaning up small oil or petroleum
spills and wiping contaminated areas. They may also be used on work surfaces in
anticipation of a spill.
The roll product offers the versatility to cut-for-use in small areas or lay full size on
open waters, shorelines or discharge streams. Ideal for lining drawers, covering work
benches or protecting areas from overspray. Can be wrung out and reused many times.

3M™ Oil & Petroleum Folded Sorbents

H

Enjoy four sorbents in one with this versatile, folded product that absorbs
hydrocarbon-based liquids and repels aqueous-based liquids to help you recover oil,
not water. Use as a boom, pillow, pad or roll. Perforations every 16 inches allow you to
select the length you need. Each handy dispenser shows suggestions for sorbent use.

3M™ Oil & Petroleum Sorbent Booms
These sorbent booms are used to stop the spread of liquids and are the first line in
spill containment. Unlike non sorbent-containment booms, ours absorb oil as they help
contain it. Booms can be linked together by built-in connectors to deploy over large
areas. UV-resistant, they will not deteriorate or disintegrate. Designed for long-term
use in ditches, streams, rivers, lakes, docks and piers.
Double booms feature a unique, double-cylinder design to maximize absorption and
minimize the escape of oil traces in flowing water. Constructed to be more rigid for
easier handling and to make it easier to turn them over for maximum saturation.
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3M™ Oil & Petroleum Sorbent Mini-Booms
Mini-booms quickly prevent leaks and spills from spreading to adjacent areas.
They’re ideal for placement around equipment to prevent damage. Scrim on the
outside contains the particulate sorbent material and identifies its use. Available
in three lengths.

3M™ Oil & Petroleum Sorbent Pillows
These open mesh bags are designed with a scrim that encases particulate
sorbent. Excellent for handling large quantities of light oil in confined spaces,
they are UV-resistant and will not deteriorate or sink.

3M™ Oil & Petroleum Spill Kits & Response Packs
3M™ Oil & Petroleum Spill Kits and Response Packs are available in a range
of durable, weatherproof containers that can be quickly and easily deployed
in case of an oil or fuel spill. These kits contain a variety of oil and petroleum
sorbents with varying absorbency capacities to suit different workplace needs.
Containment bags and ties are included.
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3M™ Spill Management
3M™ Chemical Sorbents
3M™ Chemical Sorbents are the ideal solution for hazardous spill control. Available in a wide range of formats including spill kits, they
are suitable for absorbing chemical liquids — even aggressive acids and alkalis. These hard-working sorbents are convenient and
rapid to deploy, a major consideration in an emergency. Keep them on hand near areas where chemical spills are a potential risk.

3M™ Chemical Sorbent Pads and Rolls

H

T

M

Reusable, conveniently-sized pads resist reactions with most hazardous
chemicals and will absorb petroleum-based fluids, non-aggressive chemicals and
aqueous‑based solutions. They are perfect for cleaning up small spills and wiping
contaminated areas. Pads may also be used on work surfaces in anticipation of a
spill and are conveniently sized and packaged in a dispenser box.
The most economical way to purchase sorbents, the roll product offers the
versatility to cut-for-use in small areas or lay down full size for larger spills. Ideal
for lining drawers, covering work benches or protecting areas from overspray,
they can be wrung out and reused many times.

3M™ Chemical Folded Sorbents
Made from chemically inert polypropylene material, these folded sorbents
work well with chemicals such as acids and bases as well as aqueous or
hydrocarbon‑based fluids. Ideal for placement around hazardous liquid spills to
help prevent spreading. Use as a boom, pillow, pad or roll. Perforations every
16 inches allow you to select the length you need. Each handy dispenser shows
suggestion for sorbent use.
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H

3M™ Chemical Sorbent Mini-Booms
These mini-booms are ideal for placing around hazardous liquid spills to prevent
them from spreading. They work quickly so you have time to ensure proper
clean‑up while minimizing employee exposure. Ideal for placement around
equipment to prevent damage. Scrim on the outside contains the particulate
sorbent material and identifies its use. Available in three lengths.

3M™ Chemical Sorbent Pillows
Ideal for placement at the source of a leak or they can be thrown into a contained
spill. These sorbent pillows are small, lightweight, tear-resistant and feature a
high capacity for holding liquid.

3M™ Chemical Spill Kits & Response Packs
3M™ Chemical Spill Kits and Response Packs help make sure you are ready with
everything you need should a spill occur. They come in a range of containers
and packs that can be quickly deployed in an emergency situation. A selection
of 3M™ Chemical Sorbents of varying formats is included, as are cleanup bags.
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3M™ Spill Management
Selecting the Correct 3M™ Sorbent
SELECTION GUIDE

MAINTENANCE SORBENT

OIL SORBENT

CHEMICAL SORBENT

For use on land

For use on land and water

For use on land

HYDROCARBON OILS

Fuels, Petrol, Diesel, Motor Oil

WATER SOLUBLE OILS

Hydraulic Fluids, Cutting Fluids

MINERAL OILS
HYDROCARBBON SOLVENTS

Mineral Spirits, Xylene, Toluene, Turpentine, Degreaser

COOLANTS/HEAT TRANSFER FLUIDS
Ethers, Glycols

PAINTS
ALCOHOLS

Ethanol, Methylated Spirits

\

CHLORINATED SOLVENTS
Methylene Chloride, Chloroform

DILUTE ACIDS

Hydrochloric Acid, Hydrofluoric Acid, Sulphuric Acid

DILUTE ALKALIS
Sodium Hydroxide

AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS
Pesticides, Weedicides, Herbicides

CONCENT RATED ACIDS/ALKALIS

3M Specialist Recommendation
Alternate Selection
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Call 3M Technical Assistance

3M Sorbent Ordering Information
™

Dimensions

Marketplace Product Name and Number

Quantity

Absorption
Capacity

UPC and SKU
CHEMICAL SORBENT PADS
3M™ Chemical Sorbent Pad P-110
50051138175936
70070189280
3M™ Chemical Sorbent Pad C-PD914DD
50051138290967
70070408235
3M™ Chemical Sorbent Folded C-FL550DD/P-F2001
50051138464962
70070708030
3M™ Chemical Sorbent Pad Medium Capacity MCC
50051125858620
70071659257

•
•
•
•
T

11" x 13"/box
17 gallons/case

6565

200 pads/case

H

9.25" x 14.5"/box
23.5 gallons/case

6565

150 pads/case

H

5" x 50'/box
10.5 gallons/box
31.5 gallons/case

6564

3 boxes/case

M

17" x 15"/box
18 gallons/case

100 pads/case

CHEMICAL SORBENT ROLLS
3M™ Chemical Sorbent Roll C-RL15150DD
50051138290979
70070408243

•
•
•
•
H

15.25" x 150'/box
31 gallons/case

6566

1 roll/case

H

38" x 150'/box
76 gallons/case

6566

1 roll/case

M

15" x 150'/box
19 gallons/case

1 roll/case

M

25" x 150'/box
30 gallons/case

1 roll/case

3M™ Chemical Sorbent Mini-Boom P-200
50051138175967
70070189314

3" x 4'/boom
1 gallon/boom
12 gallons/case

12 booms/case

3M™ Chemical Sorbent Mini-Boom P-208
50051138213430
70070221307

3" x 8'/boom
2 gallons/boom
12 gallons/case

6 booms/case

3M™ Chemical Sorbent Mini-Boom P-212
50051138213447
70070221315

3" x 12'/boom
3 gallons/boom
12 gallons/case

4 booms/case

7" x 15"/pillow
0.5 gallon/pillow
8 gallons/case

16 pillows/case

3M™ Chemical Sorbent Roll C-RL38150DD
50051138290986
70070408250
3M™ Chemical Sorbent Roll Medium Capacity MCC
50051125858651
70071659281
3M™ Chemical Sorbent Roll Medium Capacity MCC
50051125858682
70071659315
CHEMICAL SORBENT BOOMS

CHEMICAL SORBENT PILLOWS
3M™ Chemical Sorbent Pillow P-300
50051138175974
70070189322
H High Capacity Sorbent
T Traditional Sorbent
M Medium Capacity Sorbent
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3M Sorbent Ordering Information
™

Dimensions

Marketplace Product Name and Number

Quantity
Absorption Capacity

UPC and SKU
CHEMICAL SORBENT PARTICULATE
3M™ Chemical Sorbent Particulate P-500
50051138175986
70070189330

12 lbs. chopped/bag
14 gallons/bag

6565

1 bag/case

3M™ Chemical Sorbent Folded Spill Kit C-SKFL31
50051138462871
70070611804

20 gallon drum
31 gallons

6566

1 kit/case

3M™ Chemical Sorbent Folded Spill Kit C-SKFL5
50051131071754
70070611812

5" x 26'/box
5 gallons/roll
15 gallons/case

6566

3 kits/case

3M™ Chemical Sorbent Spill Response Pack SRP-CHEM
50051138289107
70070317188

Pack
3.5 gallons/pack
10.5 gallons/case

3 packs/case

H

15.5" x 20.5'/box
37.5 gallons/case

100 pads/case

H

7.5" x 20.5"/box
31.5 gallons/case

100 pads/case

H

5" x 50'/box
10.5 gallons/box
31.5 gallons/case

3 boxes/case

M

17" x 15"/box
18 gallons/case

100 pads/case

H

15.5" x 150'/roll
31 gallons/case

1 roll/case

H

38" x 150'/roll
76 gallons/case

1 roll/case

M

15" x 150'/roll
19 gallons/case

1 roll/case

M

25" x 150'/roll
30 gallons/case

1 roll/case

CHEMICAL SORBENT SPILL RESPONSE KITS & PACK

MAINTENANCE SORBENT PADS
3M™ Maintenance Sorbent Pad M-PD1520DD/M-A2002
50051131071648
70070408755
3M™ Maintenance Sorbent Production Pad M-PD720GG
50051131071655
70070405876
3M™ Maintenance Sorbent Folded M-FL550DD/M-F2001
50051131071723
70070408771
3M™ Maintenance Sorbent Pad Medium Capacity MCM
50051125858637
70071659265

•
•
•
•

MAINTENANCE SORBENT ROLLS
3M™ Maintenance Sorbent Roll M-RL15150DD/M-B2001
50051131071662
70070408748
3M™ Maintenance Sorbent Roll M-RL38150DD/M-B2002
50051131071679
70070408730
3M™ Maintenance Sorbent Roll Medium Capacity MCM
50051125858675
70071659307
3M™ Maintenance Sorbent Roll Medium Capacity MCM
50051125858705
70071659331
H High Capacity Sorbent
T Traditional Sorbent
M Medium Capacity Sorbent
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•
•
•
•

Dimensions

Marketplace Product Name and Number

Quantity

Absorption
Capacity

UPC and SKU
MAINTENANCE SORBENT BOOMS
3M™ Maintenance Sorbent Mini-Boom M-MB304
50051138215267
70070313559

3" x 4'/boom
1 gallon/boom
12 gallons/case

6565

12 booms/case

3M™ Maintenance Sorbent Mini-Boom M-MB308
50051138215274
70070313567

3" x 8'/boom
2 gallons/boom
12 gallons/case

6565

6 booms/case

3M™ Maintenance Sorbent Mini-Boom M-MB312
50051138215281
70070313575

3" x 12'/boom
3 gallons/boom
12 gallons/case

6564

4 booms/case

7" x 15"/pillow
0.5 gallon/pillow
8 gallons/case

6566

16 pillows/case

MAINTENANCE SORBENT PILLOWS
3M™ Maintenance Sorbent Pillow M-PL715
50051138215311
70070313609
MAINTENANCE SORBENT DRUM COVERS
3M™ Maintenance Sorbent Drum Cover M-DC22DD
50051131071693
70070408722

22" cover
19 gallons/case

25 covers/case

3M™ Maintenance Sorbent Rug M-RG36300E
00051138290023
70070406247

36" x 300'/rug
32 gallons/case

1 rug/case

3M™ Maintenance Sorbent Rug M-RGC36100E
00051138290030
70070406239

36" x 100'/rug
10.5 gallons/case

1 rug/case

H

17" x 19"/pad
37.5 gallons/case

100 pads/case

H

34" x 38"/pad
75 gallons/case

50 pads/case

H

17" x 19"/pad
33 gallons/case

50 pads/case

MAINTENANCE SORBENT RUGS

PETROLEUM SORBENT PADS
3M™ Petroleum Sorbent Pad HP-156
50051138289916
70070405785
3M™ Petroleum Sorbent Pad HP-157
00051138291167
70070408557
3M™ Petroleum Sorbent Pad HP-255
50051138289923
70070405793

•
•
•

PETROLEUM SORBENT PADS CONTINUED ON PAGE 18
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3M Sorbent Ordering Information
™

Dimensions

Marketplace Product Name and Number

Absorption
Capacity

UPC and SKU

Quantity

PETROLEUM SORBENT PADS (CONTINUED)
3M™ Petroleum Sorbent Pad T-151
00021200160493
98071101970
3M™ Petroleum Sorbent Pad T-156
00021200160509
98071101988
3M™ Petroleum Sorbent Pad T-157
00021200160516
98071107563
3M™ Petroleum Sorbent Static Resistant Pad HP-556
00051138290689
70070407880
3M™ Petroleum Sorbent Static Resistant Pad HP-557
00051138290696
70070407898
3M™ Petroleum Sorbent Folded P-FL550DD/T-F2001 (AAD)
50051131071730
70070708063
3M™ Petroleum Sorbent Pad Medium Capacity MCP
50051125858644
70071659273

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
T

17" x 19"/pad
43.5 gallons/case

200 pads/case

T

17" x 19"/pad
40.5 gallons/case

100 pads/case

T

34" x 38"/pad
81 gallons/case

50 pads/case

H

17" x 19"/pad
37.5 gallons/case

100 pads/case

H

34" x 38"/pad
75 gallons/case

50 pads/case

H

5" x 50'/box
10.5 gallons/box
31.5 gallons/case

3 boxes/case

M

17" x 15"/pad
18 gallons/case

100 pads/case

H

38" x 144'/roll
73 gallons/case

1 roll/case

T

38" x 144'/roll
84 gallons/case

1 roll/case

T

19" x 144'/roll
42 gallons/case

1 roll/case

H

38" x 144'/roll
73 gallons/case

1 roll/case

M

15" x 150'/box
19 gallons/case

1 roll/case

M

25" x 150'/box
30 gallons/case

1 roll/case

PETROLEUM SORBENT ROLLS
3M™ Petroleum Sorbent Roll HP-100
00051138289904
70070405777
3M™ Petroleum Sorbent Roll T-100
00021200160479
98071101913
3M™ Petroleum Sorbent Roll T-190
00051138216481
70070316024
3M™ Petroleum Sorbent Static Resistant Roll HP-500
00051138290672
70070407872
3M™ Petroleum Sorbent Roll Medium Capacity MCP
50051125858668
70071659299
3M™ Petroleum Sorbent Roll Medium Capacity MCP
50051125858699
70071659323
H High Capacity Sorbent
T Traditional Sorbent
M Medium Capacity Sorbent
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Marketplace Product Name and Number
UPC and SKU

Dimensions
Quantity
Absorption Capacity

PETROLEUM SORBENT BOOMS
3M™ Petroleum Sorbent Double Boom T-270
50021200160542
98071106334

8" x 10'/boom
20 gallons/boom
80 gallons/case

4 booms/case

3M™ Petroleum Sorbent Double Boom T-280
00021200160851
98071108074

(2) 4" x 10'/booms
10 gallons/boom
80 gallons/case

4 booms/case

3M™ Petroleum Sorbent Mini-Boom T-8
50051138213553
70070221372

3" x 8'/boom
2 gallons/boom
12 gallons/case

6 booms/case

3M™ Petroleum Sorbent Mini-Boom T-12
50051138213560
70070221380

3" x 12'/boom
3 gallons/boom
12 gallons/case

6565

4 booms/case

3M™ Petroleum Sorbent Mini-Boom T-4
50051138213546
70070221364

3" x 4'/booms
1 gallon/boom
12 gallons/case

6565

12 booms/case

PETROLEUM SORBENT PILLOWS
3M™ Petroleum Sorbent Mini-Pillow T-30
50051138215458
70070313963

7" x 15"/pillow
0.5 gallon/pillow
8 gallons/case

16 pillows/case

3M™ Petroleum Sorbent Pillow T-240
00021200160530
98071101996

5" x 14" x 25"/pillow
3.5 gallons/pillow
35 gallons/case

10 pillows/case

3M™ Marine Oil and Fuel Absorbent Bilge Pillow
50051138290264
70070406981

7" x 15"/pillow
0.5 gallon/pillow
8 gallons/case

16 pillows/case

22" cover
19 gallons/case

25 covers/case

21" x 100'/box
25 gallons/case

1 box/case

3M™ Petroleum Sorbent Spill Kit P-SKFL31
00051138462864
70070611796

20 gallon drum
31 gallons/case

1 kit/case

3M™ Petroleum Sorbent Spill Kit P-SKFL5
50051138462890
70070611820

15" x 26'/box
5 gallons/roll
15 gallons/case

3 kits/case

3M™ Petroleum Sorbent Spill Response Pack SRP-PETRO
50051138289503
70070317840

Pack
4 gallons/pack
12 gallons/case

3 packs/case

PETROLEUM SORBENT DRUM COVERS
3M™ Petroleum Sorbent Drum Cover P-DC22DD
50051138292343
70070515948
PETROLEUM SORBENT SWEEP
3M™ Petroleum Sorbent Sweep T-126
00021200160486
98071101962
PETROLEUM SORBENT SPILL RESPONSE KITS & PACKS
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To speak to a technical support person, call 1-800-626-8578.
For general assistance, call 1-800-3M-HELPS.
Important Notice to Users
Technical Information: The technical information, recommendations and other statements contained in this document are based upon tests or experience that 3M believes are
reliable, but the accuracy or completeness of such information is not guaranteed.
Product Use: Many factors beyond 3M’s control and uniquely within user’s knowledge and control can affect the use and performance of a 3M product in a particular application.
Given the variety of factors that can affect the use and performance of a 3M product, user is solely responsible for evaluating the 3M product and determining whether it is fit for user’s
particular purpose and suitable for user’s method of application.
Warranty and Limited Remedy: 3M warrants that each 3M product will be free from defects in material and manufacture for 90 days from the date of purchase from 3M’s authorized
distributor. 3M MAKES NO OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
If a 3M product does not conform to this warranty, the sole and exclusive remedy is, at 3M’s option, replacement of the 3M product or refund of the purchase price.
Limitation of Liability: Except where prohibited by law, 3M will not be liable for any loss or damage arising from the 3M product, whether direct, indirect, special, incidental or
consequential, regardless of the legal theory asserted.

3M Commercial Solutions
3M Center Building 220-12E-04
St. Paul, MN 55144-1000
www.3M.com/floorsafety
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